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Consider the following toy legal case:

*Smith vs Red Cab*. Mrs Smith was driving home late one night. A taxi came towards her, weaving wildly from side to side across the road. She had to swerve to avoid it; her swerve took her into a parked car; in the crash, she suffered two broken legs. Mrs Smith therefore sued Red Cab Company. Her evidence is as follows: She could see that it was a cab which caused her accident, but she could not see its colour late at night. There are, however, only two cab companies in town, Red Cab and Green Cab, and of the cabs in town that night, 6 out of 10 were operated by Red Cab. *(from Jarvis Thomson (1986))"
Here is another toy case:

**PRISONERS.** One hundred prisoners are exercising in the prison yard. Ninety-nine of them suddenly join in a planned attack on a prison guard; the hundredth prisoner plays no part. There is no evidence available to show who joined in and who did not. A prisoner chosen at random has probability of guilt of 0.99 and is therefore convicted by the jury. *(from Redmayne (2008))*
Common intuition: There is something inadequate or inappropriate about convicting based on the evidence available in these cases. (Assume it is the only evidence that comes to light in the trial.)
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Question: Can we make sense of this intuition or is it mistaken?

–We will be considering a suggestion from Judith Jarvis Thomson regarding ‘specific/individualized’ evidence vs ‘general’ evidence.
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- separation of fact and value

- Or... separation of setting and meeting a standard of evidence

- Setting legal standards of evidence involves balancing consequences of errors — driven by values
  
  e.g. ‘beyond reasonable doubt’: convicting the innocent much worse than acquitting the guilty

- Meeting legal standards of evidence should then be a matter of epistemology — whether evidence is adequate for meeting standard.
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- standards of proof amount to probabilistic thresholds for guilt

- threshold is ideally determined such that the verdict always maximises expected utility

  e.g. perhaps convicting for murder has greater expected utility than acquitting, provided probability for guilt is greater than 0.95; then 0.95 belief is the appropriate threshold translation of ‘beyond reasonable doubt’, at least for murder cases.

- then verdict is a matter of whether \( \Pr(\text{guilt} \mid \text{evidence}) > 0.95 \)
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— The evidence, by assumption, meets the probability thresholds that have been previously determined!

So is there another way to explain the intuitions in keeping with the fact/value divide?
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It would not make sense to rule out all statistical evidence for cause/details of crime.

What would the contrasting type of evidence be anyway?

▶ evidence that points to the perpetrator with certainty?
▶ witness reports that refer to a particular perpetrator?

Consider: ‘all evidence of causes is statistical’
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